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Raising awareness of life at sea
SHORE staff who forget the time
difference between their location
and a ship in a distant port can
easily call the vessel’s master in
the middle of the night, disrupting
their sleep and having a knock-on
effect on the ship’s whole routine.
This is one message from a
new training film, developed by
Professor Helen Sampson of the
Seafarers International Research
Centre (SIRC) at the UK’s Cardiff
University, that serves as a free
training resource developed to
help improve the lives of seafarers
around the world.
The film, which is accompanied
by a written training guide, has
been produced with funding
support from Lloyd’s Register
Foundation.
Professor Sampson launched
the animated film at the
CrewConnect Global conference
in Manila on November 6.
She explained: “It is important
that shore-based staff and sea
staff work well together.
“The purpose of the animated
resource is to assist companies
in training non-technical, shorebased personnel who regularly
interact with personnel aboard
ships.
According to Professor
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A new initiative aims to give shore staff a better idea of ship life

The SIRC film seeks to reduce tensions between sea- and shore-based staff

Sampson, the film aims to boost
people’s understanding of what it
is like to live and work on a ship.
“We think that relationships
can be improved a great deal
simply by raising awareness of the
shipboard work/life context,” she
continued.
“We are delighted to have
had an opportunity to produce
this resource, and we hope the
animation will be widely used by
the industry.”

SIRC said that previous
research has found systemic
tensions in the relationships
between seafarers and shorebased personnel within the same
organisations.
Issues of particular concern to
seafarers include being disturbed
by calls late at night, being
burdened with repeated requests
for the same information and
being expected to respond
rapidly to client demands.n

Big training changes anticipated
THE rules governing the way
seafarers train and obtain their
qualifications could soon be
changing if global shipowners’
body the International Chamber
of Shipping (ICS) gets its way.
ICS chairman Esben Poulsson
has called for a “comprehensive
revision” of the International
Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping for Seafarers
(STCW).
The International Maritime
Organization (IMO) Convention

governs standards for the training
and certification of around 2m
merchant seafarers and was first
adopted by the IMO in 1978. It
was radically revised by the IMO
in 1995, at the request of the
ICS, with a further set of minor
amendments adopted in 2010
(STCW 2010).
One argument for making
major changes to STCW 2010 is
that adequate standards are not
being achieved in many countries,
and the ICS hopes a new STCW
would solve this problem.

The other main reason for
change is that the current
framework no longer delivers
the right sort of training for the
modern shipping industry.
ICS said a fully-revised
STCW regime would allow the
industry to adapt much more
effectively to technological
d e ve l o p m e nt s , i n c l u d i n g
increased automation.
It claimed a more modular
approach to competency
accumulation and certification
may be needed. n

Mission signs
Panama
welfare deal
THE Mission to Seafarers has
become the first seafarer
charity to operate in Panama,
with a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) signed
in November with the Panama
Maritime Authority (AMP).
The deal recognises the
Mission’s work in Panama
and will allow it to set up
welfare services at all major
Panamanian ports and at the
Panama Canal.
The MoU was signed at
the International Maritime
Organization, located in
London, by the Revd Canon
Andrew Wright, the Mission’s
secretary general, and Jorge
Barakat Pitty, Panama’s Minister
of Maritime Affairs and AMP
administrator.
“This agreement between
the Mission and the Panama
Maritime Authority will enable
the many thousands of seafarers
who pass through the Panama
Canal and who call at Panama’s
ports to have access to our wide
range of professional chaplaincy
services, whenever they need
it,” said Mr Wright.
A hearty ‘bienvenido’ – Page 10

Support The Sea
The Mission to Seafarers
relies on donations for the
publication of The Sea. If
you’ve enjoyed reading this
issue you can make a donation
to support future issues at
www.justgiving.com/
themissiontoseafarers.
Thank you for your kind
support.
To find a seafarers’ centre
near you and for more
information about the
Mission’s services, visit
www.missiontoseafarers.org
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Enclosed
spaces safety
campaign
GLOBAL ship managers’ body
InterManager has launched a
campaign to encourage seafarers
to think about safety issues when
working in enclosed spaces and
to identify measures which could
cut risks.
InterManager secretary general
Capt Kuba Szymanski said: “We
want to hear from the seafarers
themselves to find out why fatal
mistakes are still being made.
“Are we missing a trick here? Is
there something we haven’t taken
into consideration?”
Intermanager can be emailed at
uba.szymanski@intermanager.org.

Crew costs dip
slightly
SHIPOWNERS paid slightly less for
their seafarers in 2017, according
to international accountant
and shipping consultant Moore
Stephens.
The firm said there was a 0.1%
overall average fall in 2017 crew
costs compared to 2016 data.
This contributed to a fall in
total annual operating costs in the
shipping industry of 1.3% in 2017.

Yale launches
mental health
survey
AN ITF Seafarers’ Trust-funded
study is seeking to understand how
common mental health conditions
are for working seafarers.
The research, which is being
undertaken by Yale University in the
US, also seeks to comprehend the
reasons for the conditions.
Seafarers are being invited
to participate through the
completion of an anonymous
questionnaire, which should
take about 10 minutes. It can be
completed at https://yalesurvey.
ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/
SV_4Toq6AIDQMlvhvn.
The research project looks
to increase seafarers’ mental
wellness and overall wellbeing
by understanding risk factors
associated with seafarer stress,
depression and anxiety.
The survey closing date is 15
January.
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New guidelines target
seafarer welfare provisions
Owners and unions work together to urge governments to act on welfare issues
SHIPOWNERS’ organisation
International Chamber of Shipping
(ICS) and global union International
Transport Workers’ Federation
(ITF) are jointly distributing, free
of charge, new Guidelines for
implementing the Welfare aspects
of the Maritime Labour Convention
(MLC).
Adopted by the International
Labour Organization in 2006, the
Maritime Labour Convention,
2006 (MLC 2006) aims to ensure
comprehensive worldwide
protection and enforcement of the
rights of seafarers and establish
a level playing field for countries
and shipowners committed to
providing decent seafarer working
and living conditions.
The ICS and the ITF emphasise

that a number of countries with
highly developed arrangements
for providing seafarer welfare
services and facilities are not yet
signatories to the MLC 2006, while
many seafarer supply countries
have not yet developed welfare
organisations to provide services
or facilities for seafarers at home
or abroad.
ITF general secretary Stephen
Cotton said: “Seafarers are
separated from their families and
communities for long periods of
time and remain on board ships
with very limited time ashore.
“ They therefore require
adequate services at sea and in
ports, where different national,
cultural and political experiences
can create challenges.”

ICS secretary general Guy
Platten explained: “This new,
complementary publication is
intended to assist governments and
welfare agencies in drafting their
own guidelines for implementing
the welfare provisions of the MLC
2006.
“While some countries may
already have their own laws
and policies in place, they may
nevertheless wish to adapt these
new Guidelines to complement
their current practices.”
The ICS and the ITF previously
teamed up, in 2016, to publish
the international Guidance on
Eliminating Shipboard Harassment
and Bullying. This can also be
downloaded free of charge from
the ICS and ITF websites. n

New mental health training package
DISTANCE-LEARNING provider
Videotel has launched a new
training package, Seafarers’ Mental
Health and Wellbeing, which can
be used to run training sessions
on ships and will be distributed for
free “due to the critical importance
of the topic”.
The programme, produced in
association with the International
Seafarers’ Welfare and Assistance
Network (ISWAN), comprises a
short video, facilitator notes and
information booklets from ISWAN
on mental health issues at sea.
If left unaddressed, said
Videotel, a seafarer’s stress can
result in danger to him/herself
through lowered morale, increased
human error, lifestyle-related
illnesses, decreased productivity,
burnout and mental health issues.
The package focuses on what
seafarers can do to cope with
challenges, as well as how to
take advantage of the many
opportunities on board vessels.
It also underlines the importance
of rest, diet, team activities and
maintaining good relationships.
Talking to a trusted person on
board ship may help seafarers who
are struggling, and there is also
help available from the outside
world, like the 24/7, multilingual

Videotel’s programme includes a focus on coping with challenges and relationship-building

helpline and chat service at
https://seafarerhelp.org/ and the
work of port-based organisations
such as The Mission to Seafarers.

The training package can be
downloaded at https://landing.
videotel.com/seafarerwellbeing.
n
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Criminalisation top
ranking fear for seafarers
Nautilus survey finds nearly 90% of seafarers worry about prosecution
A NEW survey by the maritime
professionals’ union Nautilus
International has found that
criminalisation remains a major
worry for those working in
the industry, with nearly 90%
concerned about the risk of
prosecution.
In the survey of over 500
seafarers, nearly three quarters
of respondents said the threat
had a direct impact on their
desire to remain at sea and
identified a resulting impact on
recruitment and retention within
the industry.
Nautilus International has
launched a fair treatment
campaign which provides
practical support for seafarers.

About one in ten of those
surveyed reported that they
had been directly involved in
legal action, opening them up
to prosecution and the need for
union support. Of these, a third
of cases involved civil action
and a fifth involved maritime
administrative action or criminal
action.
The launch of the campaign
coincided with the start of a trial
in France of a US P&O Cruises
captain who allegedly breached
pollution limits in Marseille,
France in March last year. If
found guilty, the individual could
face up to a year in prison and a
€200,000 fine.
The union’s head of strategy,

Debbie Cavaldoro, commented:
“The criminalisation of seafarers
not only has a damaging impact
on individuals, who can suffer
as scapegoats, but also on the
economy, as skilled workers will
be put off from entering the
industry that we rely so much
upon.
“Sadly, the example in France ...
highlights the injustice seafarers
face following incidents at sea.
“As a result, our fair treatment
campaign aims to present
these issues to the industry
and government alike while
providing practical support to
ensure members’ rights are protected at sea as they would be
on land.” n

Asian nations agree on fair treatment
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Missing persons
reporting
made easier
THE charity Human Rights at Sea
(HRAS) has updated its online
Missing Seafarers & Fishers
Reporting Programme, while its
website, www.missingseafarers.
org, has been refreshed to make
it easier to use.
HRAS has run the programme
since 2015, during which time
individual cases have been
submitted by families and details
uploaded from publicly-available
information highlighting losses of
seafarers and fishers at sea.

IMO action
plan to target
plastics
THE International Maritime
Organization (IMO) has said it
will counter the threat posed by
plastics to the marine environment
with an action plan to boost
existing regulations and introduce
new supporting measures to
reduce marine plastic litter from
ships.
Dumping plastics into the sea
is already prohibited by IMO
regulations concerning preventing
pollution by rubbish from vessels.

More batterypowered ships
likely?

Manila Statement pledges to better protect seafarers

A MEETING of Asia’s leading
seafaring nations has highlighted
the plight many seafarers face
in the event of a maritime
accident and has pledged to
lead the drive towards proper
and effective implementation
of the International Maritime
Organization and International
Labour Organization-agreed
Guidelines on the Fair Treatment
of Seafarers.
The meeting, held in the
Filipino capital Manila in
November, was organised by

Seafarers’ Rights International
and the Filipino Department
of Labor and Employment and
sponsored by the International
Transport Workers’ Federation
(ITF) and the ITF Seafarers’ Trust.
Issuing the first-ever Manila
Statement on the Fair Treatment
of Seafarers, senior government
representatives from more
than 10 countries in the region
said the time was right for action
to be taken to protect their
seafarers.
Speaking at the meeting,

ITF general secretary Steve
Cotton said: “Now the hard
work begins; we must create an
implementation plan to roll out
the statement to ensure that
every seafarer feels the benefits
of what has been agreed here
today — that they receive fair
treatment.”
The voluntary guidelines are
intended to balance the rights
and obligations of port, coastal
and seafarer-supplying states
with those of shipowners and
seafarers. n

SHIPS trading around Europe
should be powered by batteries,
hydrogen or ammonia, according
to the sustainable transport group
Transport & Environment (T&E),
which has published a Roadmap to
Decarbonising European Shipping.
T&E claimed that batterypowered ships offer the most
efficient and immediate solution to
the problem of how to decarbonise
short sea voyages within the EU.
It added: “Longer journeys will
ultimately require liquid hydrogen
and liquid ammonia produced with
zero-emission electricity.”
Powering ships calling at EU
ports with a combination of the
three would require around 25%
additional renewable electricity
compared with total EU electricity
production today, T&E said.
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Minimum wage rise welcomed
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A $27 increase in the minimum AB wage recognises the hard work of seafarers
By Kate Jones

T

HE MINIMUM wage
for seafarers is to be
increased by $27 over the
next three years as a result of
the Subcommittee on Wages of
Seafarers of the Joint Maritime
Commission’s latest review of
International Labour Organization
(ILO) wages.
Having delayed the meeting for
five months, the subcommittee
met in November and agreed
to increase the minimum wage
for an able seafarer (AB) by an
incremental $27 per month over
the next three years. The rise
will deliver an overall increase of
4.5% on the current rate of $614,
with a rise of $4 as of 1 July this
year, followed by an increase of
$7 as of 1 January next year and
a final rise of $16 as of 1 January,
2021.
The Joint Maritime Commission
meeting brought together the
International Transport Workers’
Federation and the International
Chamber of Shipping in the Swiss
city of Geneva to review the ILO
wage, which is provided for in the
Maritime Labour Convention 2006
(as amended). The discussions
considered the current consumer
price-change indices and the
effect of the dollar’s fluctuation. It
was noted that during the period
covered for the calculation, the
current AB minimum wage of
$614 was below the purchasing
power required per month in
the ILO report prepared for the
meeting’s consideration.

Reacting to the rise
Mark Dickinson, the spokesperson
for the seafarers’ group in the
meeting and general secretary of
Nautilus International, explained
that the negotiations were hard,
with two very different views
about the future for seafarers
and shipping.
“We started slowly but gained
momentum as the parties
exchanged opinions and provided
arguments to support their
positions,” he recounted to The
Sea. “There was strong opposition
from the shipowners’ side for a

The increase will be phased in over the next three years

significant increase. However,
I am pleased that at the end,
pragmatism and common sense
prevailed and the social partners
worked their way forward to
recognise the fundamental role
seafarers play within the industry.”
Mr Dickinson is positive about
the collaboration displayed by
the maritime sector in getting a
result that everyone involved was
content with.
“The principles of social
dialogue, which is the basis
of a more efficient, fair and
progressive industry, were once
again demonstrated by the
unity of the maritime industry in
securing an outcome which was
acceptable by all parties,” he
said. “It is an example the social
partners should be pleased with.”
Though Mr Dickinson was
pleased with the outcome, he

noted that there will still be
collaboration on ensuring that the
talks’ ILO formula mirrors the true
situation for seafarers.
“We will continue to work
together to find ways to ensure
that the ILO formula used as
the basis for these negotiations
is fair and reflects the reality
for seafarers, but the impact of
this session … on the global
seafaring community is
undoubtedly a good and equitable
result,” he said.
Max Johns, the spokesperson
for the shipowners’ group
involved in the meeting, added:
“Following active discussions on
the current difficult challenges
facing our industry, and the
importance of preserving future
employment for seafarers, I am
very pleased to advise that we
were able to work together to

come to an acceptable result for
both parties.”
Speaking in July last year
about why Nautilus was asking
the ILO for a significant increase
in the global minimum wage for
seafarers, Mr Dickinson said:
“Seafarers in 47 countries have
seen the purchasing power of
their wages fall — in the case
of 19 countries, the drop has
been by more than 10% [and] in
some countries, it has been by as
much as 15%. Most economists
predict that the next few years
will see growth, and we want to
ensure that seafarers’ pay not
only keeps up with that growth,
but that they are also thanked
for the work they already do.
Seafarers work hard every day
to move 90% of global trade and
many work dizzyingly-long hours,
in dangerous conditions.” n
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The price of greener ships
Fairness, justice and practicality justify the hiring of senior environmental officers for every merchant vessel
By Michael Grey

P

ERHAPS every merchant ship
needs a senior ‘environmental
officer’, who will specialise in
ensuring the vessel complies with
every regulation, convention, regional and local by-law in whatever
waters it finds itself. Keeping a ship
green and clean, along with the need
to comply with a fast-growing list of
environmental responsibilities, is,
some say, becoming a full-time job.
Consider the case of a cruise
ship master, dragged into a French
court on a criminal charge after
his ship was found to be burning
fuel that had a sulphur content
in excess of that permitted by
a local by-law. Think about the
huge fine paid by the owners of
a ship who were prosecuted after
a US state law changed and it
inadvertently exchanged its ballast
in a newly prohibited area. It is
not easy keeping up with all the
environmental rules and regulations
on atmospheric emissions, what can
or cannot be pumped over the side
and even the number of barnacles
stuck to the ship’s bottom – get that
wrong and you can be banned from
New Zealand.
It’s not that seafarers and their
employers ashore are opposed
to regulations that are designed
to prevent global warming and
keep the sea and air cleaner. They
are, in general, very supportive,
although sometimes a bit critical
of the enthusiasm for producing
regulations that require somebody
to develop the equipment necessary
to implement them. But there is
a need for realism in the way
that these regulations apply to
internationally-trading ships, which
are just a little bit more complex
than road vehicles.

Unknown green future
It is clearly going to get harder
for people running ships as new
regulations strictly capping the
amount of sulphur in their fuel
come into force. Ship operators
have the choice of continuing to use
the existing high-sulphur fuel, and
employing scrubbers to clean the
emissions, or buying low-sulphur
fuel, which will surely be much

Challenges will increase for those operating ships as new sulphur cap regulations enter into force

more expensive. Alternatively, they
could opt for something completely
different, like using liquefied natural
gas as fuel, provided the ship has an
engine capable of burning it and the
heavily insulated tanks are fitted.
Most will make do with one of the
first two options, although neither
is cheap or simple.
There is a good deal of concern
about the unknown qualities
of scrubbers, which constitute
relatively new technology and
haven’t been taken to sea in large
numbers before. Will they work
efficiently, consistently and over a
long period? Might local regulations
prohibit the use of scrubbers which
pump scrubbed water into the sea,
or the landing of chemical residues?
Will they be ‘maintenance friendly’
and not put new burdens on an
overworked engineering staff? Will it
be immediately obvious to those on
board that there is a problem with
the exhaust gases being emitted or
will the first they know about it be a
visit from Port State Control, saying
that the ship is breaking the law and
must be detained?
And if the ship is buying lowsulphur fuel, can those on board
be absolutely sure that the blend is
within the very tight specifications?
There will be no equipment on board

most ships to discover the answer
to this question, and it will require
the ship to use an independent
laboratory to test samples. That
will take time, and the ship will be
long gone from the bunker port
before the results are produced by
the fuel-testing laboratory. If the
fuel cannot be used, it must sit in
one of the ship’s tanks, taking up
valuable space. Additionally, let’s
not be too unkind, but if motorists
in most industrialised countries
had to put up with the fuel quality
problems suffered by ships, there
would be a revolution, with filling
stations under siege. There have
already been too many worrying
reports of ships suffering disabling
difficulties attributed to fuel.
But that is just atmospheric
emissions. There will be another raft
of problems with the installation of
ballast water management systems,
another mandatory requirement
made in anticipation of the right
equipment becoming available.
These also constitute expensive,
largely unproven machinery, which
those on board ship must keep
working optimally lest something
nasty is found in ballast water
samples. Once again, there are fears
that if the equipment appears to be
working properly but isn’t, the ship’s

See the cartoon on
page 13
by Michael Grey
engineers will be the last people to
discover the deficiencies – with fines
and prosecutions and detentions
and disputes with authorities and
charterers in the pipeline.
Additionally, perhaps this is a
question we should be asking:
if the fuel supplier has sold noncompliant fuel, or the equipment
has developed an unseen fault, why
is it the poor ship master who will
be deemed responsible and dragged
off to the court, possibly to end up
with a criminal record? If you think
of all the things a ship master is
responsible for, he has limited ability
to judge fuel quality or the ‘kill
ratios’ in the output from the ballast
water system. Fairness and simple
justice, let alone practicality, would
seem to justify the appointment of
a specialist environmental officer
to oversee the business of keeping
ships green and clean. n
Para basahin ito sa salitang
Tagalog, pumunta sa:
http://bit.do/mtstagalog
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Taking responsibility for seafarers
Credit: IMO

Ship managers can improve the lives of seafarers through best practices that promise to boost
onboard conditions
By David Hughes

I

F YOU ask seafarers what ship
managers have in mind when
thinking about their crews the
answer is likely to be “money”.
Backing that up, the statistics
show that, on average, crews have
been costing ship operators less
year by year for some time, which
would suggest that ship managers
have focused on reducing
expenses on crew wherever and
whenever possible. Crew costs
now account for about half of a
ship’s operational budget.
Intermanager ’s general
secretary, Capt Kuba Szymanski,
shares the view that it is all
about costs. The Sea asked Capt
Szymanski how ship managers
can improve the working and
living conditions of seafarers.
He replies: “Let’s be blunt about
it. Financial, monetary factors
obviously.”
But he adds: “Having said that,
I am very pleased to see what our
members are doing already. They
understand that what is good for
their employees is actually good
for their customers too. Therefore
a win/win situation.”
The view that, financially and in
the longer term, what is good for
the seafarer is also good for the
ship operator is shared by Andrew
Linington, communications
director at seafarers’ union
Nautilus International. He tells
The Sea that until recently, the
effects of the 2008 financial crisis
had overshadowed the industry
and that ship managers had to
focus on cutting costs. Partly they

“

Mr Linington says that ship managers are becoming worried about crew shortages of both officers and ratings

were able to do this because of
the officer and skilled rating
shortage that had started to bite
prior to 2008, which became such
a problem for ship managers as
world trade slowed.
That focus is now changing,
says Mr Linington, especially
as an acute shortage of officers
with specialist skills bites. He says
that ship managers are becoming
worried about crew shortages, of
both officers and ratings, and are
trying to boost retention rates.
According to Mr Linington it
is possible to see real changes
for the better at the best

Top end ship managers
are doing more to improve
the lot of seafarers, and
planning to continue to do
so in the future

companies. He mentions too
that another driver to improve
the welfare of seafarers is the
enforcement of regulations by flag
state and port state authorities.
For example, the six-on, six-off
watchkeeping pattern for deck
officers is under increasing
scrutiny in some jurisdictions.

Not all about the money
Mr Szymanski rebuts a common
perception that, for their part,
seafarers are entirely motivated
by the size of their pay packets:
“Recently when in Manila I had
to challenge a discussion point
when some said that seafarers
are leaving companies for $100.
Nothing is more misleading.
Seafarers are leaving companies
who don’t care and pay $100 less.
It is usually a long thought process
to change employer and $100 is
only the proverbial last straw
very often used by personnel
departments to cover up their
failure to keep seafarers happy.”
That observation also highlights
another fact of life: there are
always going to be good, less good
and downright bad ship operators.

But top end ship managers are
doing more to improve the lot
of seafarers, and planning to
continue to do so in the future.
While there are many opinions
on what constitutes best
management practice there is very
little in the way of solid evidence
to back them up. So, the Effective
Crew Project, conducted by Solent
University, was established to
examine and understand the
benefits and challenges of keeping
a stable ‘top 4’ together on board
for more than one voyage. This is
sometimes referred to as back-toback manning, as opposed to a
more fluid strategy, where people
work on short term contracts
without returning to the same
vessel with some of the same
crew.
This two-year research
project, funded by Lloyd’s
Register Foundation and the TK
Foundation, has examined other
industries, including health
care, aviation and professional
sports, to help understand the
numerous benefits and the best
practice emerged from keeping
teams working together. However,

missiontoseafarers.org
there has been very little research
into how this might apply to the
maritime industry despite crew
costs often being as much as 50%
of the ship’s operational budget.
This topic has generated much
interest within the industry and
the Solent University team have
been working with many different
shipping companies to collect
data and provide new information
on this subject.
Associate professor Dr Kate
Pike explains: “We have been able
to show that there are benefits
for implementing a top 4 stable
manning strategy, however this
is heavily influenced by the
onboard culture”, which is in
turn influenced by the master.
“This points to the importance
of supporting and developing the
senior officers to effectively lead
and manage the crew, through
regular leadership training and
evaluation. Among some of the
benefits of adopting a stable
crewing strategy are increased
levels of trust between team
members and a greater sense
of ownership, which can foster
responsibility and familiarity.
These factors can have a
significant impact on better
maintained vessels and ultimately
can lead to a safer and happier
work environment.
“However,” she notes, “each
company is different and needs
to look at their own situation
and operational environment,
which includes the fleet size,
trading routes, where their
labour sources come from and the
market forces at the time, among
other considerations. Companies
need to ask pertinent questions
related to these contextual
conditions and make a decision
based on what is best for them at
the time. Sometimes the answer
might be to implement a variety
of strategies, depending on the
circumstances.
“This research is developing a
range of questions that a company
should ask before implementation
of a certain manning strategy or
strategies. Getting the right mix
of individuals on board is also an
important consideration.”
The project team is hosting
a conference to announce
the research findings at
the International Maritime
Organization in London. After
that, the team will publish an
industry report highlighting best

missiontoseafarers
practice and recommendations
in March.

Improving conditions
While that project focuses on the
‘top 4’ stable manning strategy, it
seems that conditions for officers
and ratings in general are likely to
improve – and in some respects
they are already getting better.
For example, Capt Szymanski
already sees a move towards
shorter contract lengths: “If
anyone would like to check the
statistics this is what has been
happening for the last 25 years
and there is no return. Who
heard of three- to four-month
contracts 25 years ago? And it is
not unusual for seafarers to be on
two-on, two-off nowadays. Even
ratings who used to be on a ninemonth contract are more likely
to be on a six-month one now.”
Another sign of changing
times is that major ship
manager V.Group, has engaged
with management consultancy
Accenture to transform its
approach to crew management.
V.Group’s new project, Embark,
aims to develop an in-house
shared services model which
“streamlines and optimises key
processes for V.Group’s seafarers,
customers, and colleagues”. The
company claims: “Embark will
see the introduction of new and
enhanced technology to support
these shared services and digitise
the shipowner and seafarer
experience.”
It says that, for seafarers,
Embark will include “streamlined
and standardised recruitment
software, a new global payroll
system, and an app that seafarers
can use to search for assignments,
sign contracts, and manage
documentation”. The project will
also create a consistent model for
professional development.
V.Group says its project
“addresses the fact that while
digitalisation is transforming the
industry, ships’ crew often remain
left behind”. It adds: “Traditional,
manual processes are common
when it comes to the recruitment
and administrative processes that
accompany seafaring. This not
only eats into shore leave but
takes up time that could be spent
improving quality of life at sea,
and crew performance.”

Benefits for crews
Similarly, Melissa Kee, chief
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Digitalisation:
help or hindrance?
Intermanager’s general secretary, Kuba Szymanski, says his organisation
can see “several layers” to the digitalisation issue.
There are, he says, both direct and indirect benefits for crew members:
• Seafarers can communicate more quickly with loved ones.
• They can participate in activities until now reserved for people
ashore only. These include online shopping, banking and social
media.
• They can also now provide their employers with their professional
documents electronically, removing the need to visit an office.
• Digitalisation is also taking some of the hassle out of joining and
leaving vessels through the use of electronic tickets, and the ability
to receive notifications and updates digitally.
In addition, Capt Szymanski hopes that being digitally connected
will start benefiting people working on board by taking away
meaningless tasks.
Many jobs that are currently performed by humans will be
automated in the future, says Capt Szymanski, which should leave
seafarers free “to do what we are best at – solving problems never
encountered before, hence not solvable by computers”.
However, he emphasises that the effects of digitalisation need
to be discussed with seafarers and digitalisation needs to be used
to benefit them. n

human resources officer of
major shipowner and provider
of management services Kuok
Singapore Limited Group, notes
digitalisation already enables
more effective onboard training
and is also having benefits for
crews.
Onboard learning management
systems, making use of AI, can also
now measure gaps in skill sets,
knowledge and ability and tailor
online courses to help close these
gaps, she says. Crew competency
management systems can also
measure the competency of
crew and monitor progress of
training on board. Seafarers are
also exposed to e-learning, where
3D simulator programs can be
ported to conduct training while
on board vessels.
“With all the right training”,
says Ms Kee, “we can expect
officers on board to be competent
with the digital tools, able to
troubleshoot on board, and work
with onshore colleagues remotely
to keep ships operational.”
She also points out that
“seafarers can now stay in touch
with their families via Skype
and be ‘digitally present’ for
important family moments”.
In another sign that ship
managers are focusing much
more on crew welfare, Singapore-

headquartered Synergy Group
has launched a new counselling
service aimed at improving
mental health support for sea and
shore-based maritime personnel.
iCALL is a free psychological
helpline for the worldwide
maritime community available
24/7 in nine different languages
via phone, email and the chatbased nULTA App.
“Numerous studies into
the psychological health of
seafarers have shown that large
numbers of seafarers suffer
from obvious manifestations of
impaired psychological wellbeing
such as social isolation and
depression,” said the company’s
chief executive and founder,
Capt Rajesh Unni. “That’s why
we decided to create a 24/7
counselling centre for anybody
who’s sailing, not just Synergy
personnel. It is also available to
shore-based personnel anywhere
in the world.”
Overall it is clear that
significant changes are taking
place that should, where best
practice really is applied, benefit
seafarers. With luck we are seeing
the start of a virtuous circle that
may squeeze out the really poor
ship managers, where a ‘don’t
care’ attitude puts a business out
of play for good. n
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Voluntary wellness vetting support
Credit: IMO

A new onboard inspection will provide a more comprehensive understanding of vessels’ conditions
By Tony Honeyborne

T

O BE able to fill evident gaps
in seafarer health and wellness
facilities and services offered
on board there needs to be better
understanding of what the gaps are
and where they are most lacking.
In a bid to build knowledge, the
risk management and environmental
assessment organisation, RightShip,
is trialling a voluntary health and
wellness assessment undertaken
as part of its ship inspection
programme. The Health and
Wellness Assessment, completed on
board the vessel, sets out to provide
an insight into the living and working
conditions above and beyond those
covered by the Maritime Labour
Convention 2006 (MLC 2006), which
came into force in August 2014.
RightShip chief executive Martin
Crawford-Brunt explains: “This is a
new service which we’ve developed
since the ratification of the MLC
2006. It responds to our customers’
interests as well as a drive from
RightShip staff, many of whom
are ex-mariners themselves, and
who are passionate about seafarer
welfare and promoting best practice.
We have all heard accounts of some
appalling situations, and what we
are trying to do here is recognise
those operators who provide
living conditions and a working
environment that go above and
beyond MLC 2006 requirements.
It’s about recognising and rewarding

“

The provision of a safe, healthy and secure working environment will make ships a more attractive place to work

good management practices.”
While many of the big
corporations believe that an ethical
supply chain and strong corporate
social responsibility can significantly
improve their reputations with
customers and stakeholders, it can
sometimes be difficult to conduct
due diligence checks through
complex and opaque supply chains.
Supporting the Sustainable Shipping
Initiative (SSI) social responsibility
agenda, RightShip has developed
the Health and Wellness Assessment
alongside its other vetting services.
It will ultimately incorporate the
inspection as part of an overall
inspection assessment.

RightShip’s Health and
Wellness Assessment
recognises the direct
influence that living and
working standards have on
seafarer wellbeing, work
performance, safety and
employee-retention

The SSI is a wider initiative that
works with companies across the
industry to encourage the adoption
of labour standards to improve
safety, security, living conditions,
wages and rewards for workers.
The provision of a safe, healthy and
secure working environment will
make shipping a more attractive
place to work, offering enjoyable,
rewarding careers and enabling
employees to achieve their full
potential.

Areas of inspection
The Health and Wellness Assessment
recognises the direct influence
that living and working standards
have on seafarer wellbeing, work
performance, safety and employeeretention. It takes the form of a
questionnaire, which seeks to
explore some of the factors not
immediately clear from a physical
inspection of a ship, with the
aim being to build up a more
comprehensive understanding of
working and living conditions on
board.
One example of the areas covered
by the assessment is seafarer
accommodation. Is it clean and
well lit? What are the mess room
facilities like? Is there a permanent
library? What recreation facilities
are provided? The inspection also
examines the catering on board
vessels, including the menu’s
budget and the quality, availability

and cleanliness of the food and
facilities provided.
Another aspect of the assessment
is family support available on vessels,
including, for example, access to the
internet. The questions seek to build
up a picture of seafarers’ mental and
physical health in terms of exercise,
quality of diet, social activities and
opportunities to speak to external
agencies and welfare providers,
such as The Mission to Seafarers.
Last but not least, the Health and
Wellness Assessment examines
actual working conditions, including
hours worked, training provided,
payment arrangements, access
to union and health and safety
representatives, frequency of shore
leave, availability of crew transport
and arrangements for medical
appointments.
The 70-plus accredited RightShip
inspectors around the world will
be trained to conduct the Health
and Wellness Assessment, and
although the inspection is currently
in a trial phase, the plan is to roll
it out globally as part of RightShip’s Qi vetting platform. In addition
to this new vetting platform,
RightShip offers environmental
assessments, vessel inspections,
advice, audits, benchmarking,
reporting and secure hosting of
clients’ vetting systems. n
Tony Honeyborne is senior
superintendent, dry cargo
inspections at RightShip.
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Dispelling autonomy ‘myths’
Automation is pushing change, but seafarers can look forward to a gradual shift of roles and responsibilities

“

By Carly Fields

G

ROWING interest in the
autonomy of ships can
jangle the emotions of
those that serve the current, largely
manual, fleet of merchant ships
that ply the world’s trade lanes.
How soon … how widespread …
how will it impact me – these are
the basic questions that seafarers
are asking about autonomy and
automation. With software and
hardware companies pushing everbolder futuristic visualisations of
what ships will soon look like,
it’s little wonder that crews are
concerned.
The International Chamber of
Shipping (ICS) wants to cut through
that noise and give those seafarers
perceived to be at risk fact-based
information. Its Seafarers and
digital disruption study takes a
real look at the potential effects
of autonomous ships on the
role of seafarers and the global
shipping industry. Undertaken by
the Hamburg School of Business
Administration on behalf of
the ICS, the study came to the
encouraging conclusion that the
digital shift for seafarers “will not
be a zero/one alternative”. Instead,
there will be a gradual shift that
will not be disruptive but will serve
as further development of the
steady evolution of ships and the
seafaring industry that has been
taking place for decades.

Automation will also
potentially take away
some of the stress
and burden from the
seafarers
Natalie Shaw, director of
employment affairs for
the ICS

Speaking to The Sea about the
findings of the study, Natalie Shaw,
director of employment affairs for
the ICS, says that the role of the
seafarer may need to be redefined
in the future to embrace autonomy
and remote operations. Seafarers
will no longer need their feet on
a ship to be considered a crew
member. “Controlling parts of the
ship or the entire ship from remote
places may need a re-definition
of roles and responsibilities,” she
says.
A hybrid approach to ship
operations is already emerging,
with operation of the ship partly,
and ultimately entirely, being
done from remote locations
and from artificial intelligence.
“Seafarers with experience will
be an essential source for the
development of this,” says Ms
Shaw. “‘Traditional’ seafarers
will be in the best position
to take on these new roles.”
This trend can already be
seen taking place at the Fleet
Operation Centres created by
many shipping companies,
where remote support is
delivered by experienced
seafarers from ashore. Ms
Shaw is well tuned to the
needs of seafarers, having
held her employmentrelated position at the
ICS since March 2003. In
her role she represents
the industry on all
employment matters and

co-ordinates industry positions at
the key international employment
and shipping organisations. She
was actively involved in the
development and implementation
of the Maritime Labour Convention
2006 (MLC 2006) and discussions
on the ILO minimum wage, crew
claims and abandonment, the
revision of STCW and concerns
related to piracy.

Positive impacts
Automation could also have
a very positive impact on
seafarer welfare, both physically
and mentally, through the
replacement of repetitive, routine
tasks by automated processes.
This could significantly reduce
human involvement in dangerous
operations. “Seafarers can then
concentrate on more advanced
tasks,” says Ms Shaw. “Automation
will also potentially take away
some of the stress and burden
from the seafarers.”
The ICS study foresees an
increase in demand for more
highly educated seafarers,
although on the downside there
may be reduced demand for
lesser qualified seafarers. These
may have to re-train, if they are
to avoid increasing difficulty in
keeping their jobs.
“The number of ratings is likely
to decrease,” confirms Ms Shaw.
“The industry will have to sustain
a very high rate of training in order
to ensure seafarers of the future

have the skills to do the jobs
required of them.”
However, fears that digital
change will be instantaneous,
rather than gradual, can be allayed,
says Ms Shaw. “The change will
not be disruptive. Automation
and remote operations have
been introduced on many levels
on ships since the 1950s. This has
reduced the number of crew, but
the change was gradual.
“Digitalisation will also add
another layer of such change,
but the necessary change in the
international legal framework
alone will make this transition
smoother. It is another gradual
shift from one generation of
seafarers to the next. The change
is as large as the one from
sailors to seafarers on metal and
engine-driven ships – similar but
different.”
Ms Shaw adds that a number
of different exercises are
currently under way, which will
all contribute toward proving
the fact that automation will
increase safety for seafarers, as
well as helping to better protect
the environment. Although the
situation may appear very fluid –
and confusing – while the industry
is in this state of change, the signs
are positive that seafarers have
much to gain, not fear, from
automation.
The study can be downloaded
for free here: https://tinyurl.com/
ybbffkyz. n
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Father Ian Hutchinson Cervantes is
welcomed on board

A hearty ‘bienvenido’
The Mission is expanding its presence in Latin America to serve the many thousands of
seafarers who live in and visit the region
By Father Ian Hutchinson
Cervantes

I

In most of the cultures of Latin
America, where Spanish or
Portuguese are spoken, a guest
is greeted with either of these
words “¡bienvenido!” or “¡bemvindo!” They mean so much more
than “welcome” – they carry the
sense and belief that the guest
being greeted brings blessings to
a home and its community and
allow those welcoming them to

offer the best of who they are in
thankful response.
And now, after many years
of prayer, careful thought and
listening to friends in this part
of the world, The Mission to
Seafarers has decided to formalise
a Latin American region. We all
know, of course, that shipping
shaped the region’s countries.
The first Spanish caravels,
commanded by Christopher
Columbus, made landfall in 1492,
while the Portuguese explorer,

Father Ian and Father Ariel meet some seafarers

Pedro Álvares Cabral, landed
in north east Brazil in 1500.
Both encountered the original
inhabitants of these shores.
Spanish and Portuguese ships
exported gold, silver, lumber and
other commodities to Europe, and
a number returned, bearing some
of Africa’s children. Additionally,
other European nations began
to explore and settle the New
World – and so, modern-day Latin
America began as a meeting of
cultures, languages, spiritual

traditions and, undergirding
it all and pulsing like a hidden
heartbeat, the hope for a better
life and world. Today, the region
continues to be a space where
God brings together people “out
of every nation under heaven”
(Acts 2:5), and the Mission wants
to play its part in making these
encounters ones that are of
blessing to all.

On the ground
At present, the Mission has
three established chaplaincies
in South America and is in the
process of putting in place a
fourth in Panama. In Brazil,
the organisation works in
partnership with the Anglican
Diocese of Amazonia, and two
chaplains, Father Elías de Sosa
Barata and Dick Payne, regularly
visit the port of Barcarenas,
an isolated location with strict
security controls. Ships will often
spend up to three weeks at this
anchorage in the hot, humid heat
of the Amazon Basin, waiting
for a berth. Father Elías and Mr
Payne visit ships, sell SIM cards
and offer safe transport to and
from the nearest town, which
has a good supermarket. They
also help with money exchange.
Additionally, Mr Payne’s wife
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The region continues to
be a space where God
brings together people
‘out of every nation under
heaven’ (Acts 2:5), and
the Mission wants to play
its part in making these
encounters ones that are
of blessing to all

works at the local hospital and is
a helpful contact.
Suape, a relatively new port in
north eastern Brazil, is served by
retired Bishop Filadelfo Oliveira
Neto. In addition to looking after
a parish in the Anglican Diocese
of Recife, Bishop Filadelfo
regularly visits ships and offers
seafarers transport to and from
the nearby resort of Porto de
Galinhas. Additionally, the Bishop
knows where mariners can shop,
exchange money, buy SIM cards
safely and get good deals on
Havaianas flip-flops! He is an
experienced pastor and is greatly
appreciated as a good listener and
wise counsellor.
The Mission’s other South
American presence is based
in the Port of Buenos Aires in
Argentina. Father Ariel Irrázabal
is an experienced port chaplain,
having served in Suape and
Vitoria in Brazil before moving
to Buenos Aires. He has a
programme of regular shipvisiting and is often called upon
to celebrate mass on board
vessels. He also has a vehicle and
is happy to accompany seafarers
into Buenos Aires – his tour of
the city is excellent! Father Ariel
works closely with the Diocese of
Argentina and hopes to build up
a team of ship visitors and local
churches to welcome visiting
seafarers.

Great potential
This new Mission region is rich
with potential for partnerships
and collaboration with local
churches, leading us to embark
on a process of exploration and
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Father Elias de Sousa (left), Father Ian Hutchinson Cervantes (centre) and Dick Payne at the port of
Barcarenas in the Amazon

conversation. For example, we
have discovered a gap in local
ministry for seafarers in the Port
of Valparaíso, where the Mission
had a presence many decades
ago. With the high demand for
Chilean fruit and mineral exports,
Valparaíso is set to expand, and
the Bishop of Valparaíso is keen to
work with the Mission, potentially
even training one of his priests to
attend to ships in port.
Another interesting discovery
is the important presence of
Paraguayan merchant ships
navigating the rivers and
internal waterways at the heart
of South America. Paraguay is
a landlocked country, and so,
perhaps unsurprisingly, possesses

the largest riverine fleet in the
world. Father Ariel regularly visits
Paraguayan vessels calling into
Buenos Aires and finds a warm
welcome from the traditionally
Christian group of people on
board every time he does so.
The Mission wonders what sort of
conditions these mariners serve
under: what sort of support do
they and their families receive,
and is there a place for the
Mission — as a friendly, caring,
Christian organisation — in their
lives?
In Panama too, the Mission is
conscious that the recent deals
signed between this small but
strategically located nation and
China will lead to an increase in

traffic through the Panama Canal.
According to the Panamanian
Chamber of Commerce, Industry
and Agriculture, China currently
occupies second place for use
of its canal, but it is the first in
terms of supplying the free zone
in Colón and is increasing its
investment in Latin America. All
of this will lead to an increase
in the demand for Panama’s
logistics services. The numbers
of seafarers calling in and passing
through Panama is therefore set
to rise, and it will be important
that somebody is there ready to
say “bienvenidos” to them. n
Father Ian Hutchinson Cervantes
is the Mission’s regional director
for Latin America.

The Mission extends its reach
THE creation of The Mission to Seafarers’ new Latin
American operations was announced at the Mission’s
Regional Directors Conference in October. The move
brings the charity’s services to the region for the first
time in history.
Father Ian Hutchinson Cervantes has been
appointed the Mission’s first Latin America regional
director as part of the organisation’s plan to grow
its presence, and he will oversee the Mission’s
engagement and expansion within the area.
“It’s enormously humbling to have been appointed
the charity’s first regional director for Latin America,
a region which has played an important role in my
personal and religious life,” he said at the Regional
Directors’ Conference. “I am looking forward to
enhancing seafarers’ welfare in the region and
encouraging the Anglican churches in Latin America
to engage with the Mission’s ministry of hospitality,
pastoral care and advocacy.”
The Mission is also welcoming the Revd Canon
Andy Bowerman, who is assuming the role of regional

director for the Gulf and South Asia area following
the Revd Dr Paul Burt’s retirement in September.
Addressing colleagues, the Revd Canon Bowerman
spoke of his inspiration to take on the new role.
“I have, since leaving university, been committed
to raising the voices of those who are not heard and
to challenging injustice in its many forms,” he said.
“I look forward to continuing this across the Gulf
and South Asia.”
Welcoming his new colleagues, Mission Secretary
General the Revd Canon Andrew Wright said: “I
welcome our new colleagues and I look forward to
working with them in shaping the future direction
of their regions. I’m sure they will each make a
significant contribution to their [areas].
“The Mission continues to ensure that seafarers’
welfare is at the forefront of the industry’s agenda,
and by working closely with special partners including
shipowners, managers, P&I Clubs and lawyers, we are
placing seafarers and their wellbeing at the heart of
innovation within the industry.” n
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All the world’s a puzzle
A book of brain-challenging games can be enlightening for seafarers during downtime, writes Kate Jones

A

LACK of accessible WiFi at
sea means that seafarers
often do not have the
same online options as their
shore-based colleagues. This
can have repercussions for the
leisure activities crew have at
their disposal. But there are nondigital options that can keep the
brain active – which is proven to
be good for mental health. Next
shore leave, visit a newsagent to
purchase a book of puzzles and
challenge yourself to complete
them by the next port of call.

Sudoku is just one of the
options when it comes to
puzzle books

Sudoku
It’s easy to get to grips with
Sudoku – there are two on this
page to get you started. The aim
is to fill a 9×9 grid in order so that
each row, column and box (or 3×3
subgrid) contains the numbers
1 to 9. Sudoku exists in grids
ranging from easy to fiendish.

Crossword
Crosswords involve you having
to fill a grid with words – the
only pointers normally being
the length of them, where

they need to go and a clue or
description for them. You can
get straightforward generalknowledge crosswords as well
as cryptic ones, where the clues
are word puzzles themselves.

Word Search
In a word search, a number
of words, often surrounding
a theme, are hidden in a grid
of letters. It’s your job to find
them!

Kakuro
The goal of Kakuro is to place a
number from 1 to 9 into each
white cell of a grid so that the
total of the digits in the entries
– lines of white cells – matches
the clue related to it and no digit
is duplicated within any entries.
Variants from easy to hard exist.

KenKen
KenKen grids range in size from
3×3 to 9×9, with the objective,

like Sudoku, being to fill a grid
with numbers (if the grid was
3x3, the digits would range
from 1 to 3) so that no number
appears more than once in any
row or any column. The grid
is also divided into blocks in
which the digits inside must
produce a particular number
when combined using addition,
subtraction, multiplication or
division. You can get KenKen in
different difficulty levels. n

Sudoku

The aim of Sudoku is to fill in the empty cells so that each column, row and 3x3 region contain the numbers 1 to 9 exactly once.
Find the answers to both puzzles in the next issue.
TRICKY LEVEL

BEGINNER LEVEL
SOLUTION (ISSUE 256)

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
SOLUTION (ISSUE 256)
Credit: www.sudokuoftheday.com

MEDIUM LEVEL

Jumble

Can you correctly unscramble these anagrams to form four words? If so, send your answers by email to thesea@missiontoseafarers.org by
February 28, 2019. All correct answers will be entered into a draw for a chance to win a Mission to Seafarers’ Goodie Bag, containing a pen set,
mug and handmade woolly hat. Please include your answers, name, the vessel you are working on, your nationality and finish this sentence:
“I like The Mission to Seafarers because…”
1) ILPTSC A

2) B E LL I A

3 ) A L F INI ACQ UO I T

4 ) AUST IN BAYST ILI

N ovember/Dec ember s o l u ti o n s: 1) W I N D L AS S 2) S U P P O RT 3 ) CATA MA RA N 4 ) ST E RN WAY
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See Michael Grey’s
article on page 5

“And this is the ship’s scrubber unit!”

Get in touch!

Have you got news or views that you’d like to share with
The Sea? Please get in touch: thesea@missiontoseafarers.org.
Verity Relph, The Sea,
The Mission to Seafarers,
St Michael Paternoster Royal, College Hill,
London, UK EC4R 2RL

We work in over 200 ports in 50 countries caring for seafarers
of all ranks, nationalities and beliefs.

T: +44 (0)20 7248 5202
E: crewhelp@mtsmail.com

Through our global network of chaplains, staff and volunteers,
we offer practical, emotional and spiritual support to seafarers
through ship visits, drop-in seafarers’ centres and a range of
welfare and emergency support services.

The Sea
Editor: Carly Fields
News: David Hughes
Assistant Editor: Kate Jones
www.missiontoseafarers.org

The Mission to Seafarers
The Mission to Seafarers provides help and support to the 1.5
million men and women who face danger every day to keep
our global economy afloat.

The Sea is distributed free to seafarers through chaplains and
seafarers’ centres.
missiontoseafarers
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Exploring life on the waves
MtSS chaplain Toh Soon Kok embraced the chance to experience life as a seafarer when he joined a voyage
on a Singapore-bound tanker

T

HE Mission to Seafarers
Singapore (MtSS) would
like to start by expressing
its thanks to Team Tankers
and ASP Ship Management for
arranging my recent short sailing
stint on a tanker managed by
ASP Ship Management. The trip
on the Sichem Hong Kong served
as a valuable opportunity to
understand the challenges of
ship-life through a seafarer’s
eyes, as I was able to spend
extended time on board the vessel
with crew members. Though the
visit constituted only a small
step towards relieving seafarer
stress, a little ripple can go a long
way in demonstrating care and
concern for the world’s seafaring
family.
I sailed on Sichem Hong Kong
for several days, giving me the
opportunity to understand the
challenges encountered by crew
members at different levels.
Though note was made of the
tight working schedule, the
extended time on board allowed
for deeper conversations to occur.
In the course of two rotations
from Pasir Gudang in Malaysia to
Singapore, I was able to exchange
views with the crew on the vessel
and learn about interesting
but traumatic experiences.
Examples were: discovering
stowaways; responding to a call

“

From left: Vitalii Chaika (ASP general manager for crewing), Keshav Bhagwati Prasad, Rolito Ordeniza, Nathaniel Cocson,
Domingo Jr Sanchez, Mario Alan, Capt Asit Das, Christian Sotto, Judy Dairo, Tejas Sawant, Jubhill Dente, Htun Soe Min,
Cornelio Peralta and Toh Soon Kok (MtSS chaplain)

had a wonderful time shopping
for their favourite snacks and
toiletries. Additionally, during my
time on the vessel, I facilitated
interaction, as well as bonding
sessions, and motivated crew
members. Crew were inspired to

The extended time on board
allowed for deeper conversations to
occur

for assistance in a search for a
missing crew member who had
fallen overboard from another
vessel, rescuing a sinking ship,
and firefighting under the
command and guidance of the
Captain.
However, not all of my
experiences on the ship focused
on the negative. While berthed
in Pasir Gudang in Malaysia,
crew members from the tanker

work on personal development
and to do their job safely in order
to be able to go on providing for
their families and return home
safely to their loved ones.

Dealing with stress
The MtSS aims to further
understand and improve the
services it provides in partnership
with shipowners and managers.
Studies have shown an escalation

in the level of stress among
seafarers across officers and
ratings in deck and engine
departments.
Some of this stress starts
before the actual voyage, with
seafarers required to go through
the onerous processes of
different customs authorities for
signing-on and off. Additionally,
the expectation on seafarers to
do more with less to acquire a
competitive edge, combined
with unpredictable shipping
schedules, has contributed
greatly to increasing stress. It
should not be forgotten that this
mounting pressure has negative
effects on seafarers, which can
lead to accidents caused by
human error and fatigue.
Fortunately, the shipping
industry has come a long way in
addressing this issue. Social and
welfare benefits for seafarers
are constantly discussed
within the industry, and the
implementation of the Maritime
Labour Convention 2006 (MLC
2006) has eased the pressure for

seafarers to a certain extent, with,
for example, revised working
contracts and improved living and
working conditions. However, the
stress level among seafarers has
not been visibly alleviated.
Shipowners, managers and
The Mission to Seafarers have
been working to help seafarers
suffering from stress. Chaplains
around the world have made
efforts to engage sailors in ports
or anchorages on a regular basis.
A listening ear is offered and a
conversation can take place with
the aim of addressing struggles.
It has been noted that because
of their circumstances, seafarers
often fail to analyse issues with
clarity, viewing themselves as
being alone and helpless because
of the distance they are from
home. Sadly, these unresolved
issues have resulted in tragedy
over the last few years. Lessons
need to be learnt and something
needs to be done. n
Toh Soon Kok is associate chaplain
at The Mission to Seafarers
Singapore.
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Stepping into seafarers’ shoes
The Mission’s Verity Relph reflects on two enlightening ship visits at UK ports

A

DAY out ship visiting with
one of the port chaplains
is a rite of passage for new
members of MtS staff. It’s a chance
to get a sense of what life is really
like for those working at sea, and
to see first-hand what the work of
the Mission is all about. So it was
that on a crisp autumn day, proudly
sporting my newly purchased steel
toe capped boots, I set out for
Tilbury Port to begin the first of
my ship visiting adventures.
Except for the occasional
childhood holiday, when we took
the Dover to Calais ferry, this
was in fact the first time that I
had been to a port, an exciting
piece of news for Miranda Peters,
chaplaincy assistant, who greeted
me at Tilbury Town station. I had
heard reports of her liveliness and
enthusiasm for her role and I was
certainly not disappointed.
After receiving my security
clearance, Miranda drove me to
Tilbury Seafarers’ Centre. The
centre is ecumenical, so MtS is just
one of several ship welfare visiting
organisations working from there.
A recent refurbishment has given
the centre a cheery, London theme
and a newly opened outdoor area
provides a mini football pitch and
putting lawn. The café/bar is open
every day until 9:30pm, but a 24hour lounge area means seafarers
can make use of the centre at any
time of day.
A Sri Lankan officer was dropped
off at the centre that morning, just
after we arrived. He was due to join
his ship later that day, having just
come to the end of a year’s leave.
On returning to the centre at the
end of the day, I noticed that he
was in a much more relaxed frame
of mind. Just having a space where
he could come and unwind for a
few hours and chat to the port
chaplains and volunteers had
clearly helped take his mind off
the enormous transition he was
going through.
It was soon time to get suited
up for our visits. Armed with a
bag of SIM cards and looking
unashamedly (at least on Miranda’s
part) conspicuous in our pink hard
hats, we set off towards the Sega
Monal, a cargoship transporting
plywood. The scale and complexity

Chaplaincy assistant Miranda Peters gets up
close and personal with a containership (above)
and Verity meets seafarers (right)
of the port made me feel quite
disorientated, and there was
something vaguely intimidating
about the enormous straddle
carriers that wheeled around us.
Once aboard and signed in, we
were shown into the master’s
office. I realised that making the
initial connection with the crew
could be a daunting task and
having something to offer, like the
SIM cards, served as a helpful ice
breaker. With such long periods
of time away from home, phone
data is a crucial lifeline and we
soon found ourselves surrounded
by many of the Indian crew
members keen to make purchases.
Conversation began to flow quite
naturally and they kindly invited us
to join them for lunch in the mess
room. They were clearly pleased
to have some new visitors to have
a friendly chat with and a couple
of crew members shared with us
pictures of their young children.
We ended up staying on the vessel
for almost two hours.

Transport offering
Another important service that
MtS provides is transport. This

was something that I was able
to observe during my visit the
following week to Southampton
port. It was here that I met one
of the Mission’s long-serving and
highly experienced port chaplains,
John Attenborough. As the MtS
no longer has a centre in the port,
we went straight to the container
terminal. Containers were being
hauled up high above our heads
as we made our way up the steep
gangway of the Umm Karn, a
large containership, much newer
in feel than the ones I had been
on previously.
While chatting with some of the
Filipino crew, we encountered a
group who were keen to spend a
few hours in Southampton, so John
arranged for us to drive them into
the city centre. The seafarers were
clearly excited about the journey
into town, one of their main objects
being a visit to Poundland for
chocolate supplies. The ship was

due to leave the following day and,
as the next stop would be China, it
would be another 25 days before
they were in port again.
Prior to my visits, I had found it
hard to imagine what conditions
are really like for seafarers. Having
met crews and been able to get
a glimpse into their lives aboard
these vessels, I now have a much
better understanding of the reality
of being away at sea for so many
months. I’ve also gained a real
insight into the vital work that
our chaplains and volunteers
do. Perhaps most significantly,
I’ve observed how the most
basic services, such as arranging
transport and simply making a
human connection, which show
that there are people out there
who care, can make such a huge
difference to the lives of those
working at sea. n
Verity Relph is the project support
officer at The Mission to Seafarers.
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Lesson in encouragement
The Revd Canon Andrew Wright draws inspiration on improving support for seafarers from the
behaviour of his black Labrador

I

HAVE not come across too many
animals on my ship visits – a few
cats but not much else. I have
not yet seen any dogs, although
I am sure there must be some.
We have a dog called Reg, a black
Labrador who is very friendly.
Everybody loves Reg and he loves
everybody, especially if they have
food to offer.
One thing I have noticed about
Reg is that he does not like
being shouted at. If you want to
make him do things, walk faster
for instance, it is always best to
encourage him. “Good boy!” “Well
done!” That sort of thing. It is such
a good lesson to learn.
I often think of St Barnabas,
whose name means “Son of
Encouragement” and indeed he was
an encourager. “Encouragement”
is also mentioned in Romans
chapter 12 as one of the Christian
gifts. It is a simple thing, but it is a

A prayer for seafarers
Bountiful God, giver of all gifts,
who poured your Spirit upon your servant Barnabas
and gave him grace to encourage others:
help us, by his example,
to be generous in our judgements
and unselfish in our service;
through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord,
who is alive and reigns with you,
in the unity of the Holy Spirit,
one God, now and for ever.
Amen
Dogs – an unusual source of inspiration

quality often overlooked.
I often feel it is like fuel in a car:
when someone encourages you,
appreciates what you do, or says
a kind word at the right moment
it is like putting fuel in the car. The
new energy keeps you going for

a while longer. If you never get
encouragement you can rapidly
run out of energy.
It is a good thought, perhaps,
for the start of 2019. How can
we encourage others – in our
family and among our fellow crew

members – when we go ashore? It
is an easy gift to give but one with
immensely profound impacts.
I hope you feel encouraged
as you start the new year and
I hope you will be a “son of
encouragement” to others. n

Aral sa paghihimok
Si Revd Canon Andrew Wright ay gumuguhit ng inspirasyon sa pagpapabuti ng suporta para sa mga
mandaragat mula sa pag-uugali ng kanyang itim na Labrador

W

ALA PA AKONG nakatagpong napakaraming hayop sa
aking mga pagbisita sa barko
– iilang mga pusa ngunit hindi pa marami. Hindi pa ako
nakakita
ng
anumang
aso,
bagaman
sigurado akong mayroong ilan.
Maroon kaming isang asong tinatawag na Reg, isang itim na
Labrador at napaka-palakaibigan.
Ang lahat ay gusto si Reg at gusto niya ang lahat, lalo na kung
mayroon silang pagkaing iaalok.
I sang bagay na aking napansin
tungkol kay reg ay hindi niya
gustong sinisigawan. Kung
gusto mong pagawin sa kanyan
ang mga bagay, maglakad nang
mas mabilis bilang halimbawa,
palaging pinakamainam na
himukin siya. “Good boy!” “Well
done!” Iyong bagay na iyon. Ito’y
sadyang magandang aral na
matutunan.

Isang panalangin
para sa mga marino
Mapagbigay na Diyos, tagapagbigay ng lahat ng handog,
na ibinuhos ang iyong Ispiritu sa iyong tagapagsilbi na si Barnabas
at binigyan siya ng biyaya para humimok ng iba:
tulungan kami, sa pamamagitan ng kanyang halimbawa,
na maging mapagbigay sa aming mga paghuhusga
at hindi makasarili sa aming serbsiyo;
sa pamamagitan ni HesuKristo na iyong Anak aming Diyos,
na buhay at naghahari sa iyo,
sa pagkakaisa ng Banal na Espiritu,
isang Diyos, ngayon at mapagkailanaman.
Amen
Madalas kong iniisip si St
Barnabas, kung saan ang ibig
sabihin ng pangalan ay “Anak
ng paghihimok” at talagang
isa siyang tagahimok. Ang
“paghihimok” ay nabanggit din
sa Romans chapter 12 bilang

isa sa mga regalo ng Kristiyano.
Isa itong simpleng bagay, ngunit
isang kalidad na madalas na hindi
pinapansin.
Madalas kong nararamdamang
na para itong panggatong sa isang
sasakyan: kapag hinihimok ka

ng isang tao, pinapahalagahan
ang ginagawa mo, o nagsasabi
ng mabuting salita sa tamang
sandali na para itong naglalagay
ng panggatong sa sasakyan.
Pananatilhin kang magpatuloy
nang mahaba-haba ng bagong
enerhiya. Kung hindi ka pa
nakatatanggap ng paghihimok
mabilis kang mauubusan ng
enerhiya.
Magandang isipin, marahil,
para sa pagsisimula ng 2019.
Paano tayo makapaghihimok ng
iba – sa ating pamilya, sa ating
kapuwa miyembro ng tripulante
– kapag lumaot tayo? Isa itong
madaling regalo na maibibigay
ngunit isa na may napakalaking
malalalim na epekto.
Umaasa akong nakararamdam
mong nahihimok ka habang
sinisimulan mo ang bagong
taon at umaasa ako na ikaw
ay magiging isang “anak ng
paghihimok” sa iba. n

